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ABSTRACT 
With the changing education scenario, an issue which has come strongly on how to create 
intelligent tutoring system to educate learners in a more intelligent way. So a need has 
emerged for the development of an intelligent tutoring system. 
This part or thesis describes the design of a collection of intelligent systems under the 
name GENETIC BIOLOGY for basic genetic biology tutoring. GENETIC BIOLOGY 
consist of three intell igent systems which arc designed for cell , DNA and gene learning. 
GENETIC BIOLOGY systems employ natural language processing and various 
techniques normally used in the construction or mtclligcnt ~y~tcms Production rules and 
frames arc widdy used in representing knowledge of genetic biology. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis focuses on the development of intelligent tutoring system for Genetic Biology 
using a combination of natural language processing and various existing techniques 
normally used in the development of such systems. Genetic biology is a complex and 
very technical area and it can be adequately presented with a computer-based system 
Broadly, the pnmary goal of artificial intelligence is to make machines smarter by 
attempting to understand what intelligence is and to make machines more useful 
[Winston & Prendergast, 1984). Intelligent system and expert system is a result of a 20-
year quest to define the appropriate nature of such machine. 
Intell igent system has several capabilities and features that distinguish it from 
conventional computer programs. Perhaps this can be viewed from their respective goals 
in which the basic one is to capture and distribute the expertise of human expert l Prcrnu, 
l 990]. In contrast, the gonl of a conventionnl progrnm is merely to implement a set of 
algorithms. 
Recent de elopments have shown thnt the capubil ittcs of intelligent systems could be 
improved ' hen multiple knowledge engmccring tcchmqucs under hybrid en 1mnmcnt 
nrc incorporated lSihcrmnn, \987 \. These tcchmqucs include multtplc knowledge 
representation methods and the combination of qualitat1 c and quantitative analyses. 
These are some of the major focuses in the de clopmcnt of intelligent systems described 
in this thesis. 
Other conventional characteristics of intelligent system remain as are less influential in 
the development of the system. The following characteristics as described in Giarratano 
& Riley and Firebaugh are used as the general guidelines in the development of the 
system [Giarratano & Riley, 1989; Firebaugh, 1989]. 
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I. High performance. The system must be able to respond at a level of competency 
equal to or better than expert in selected field. Simply, the quality of expertise from 
the system must be high. 
2. Highly domwn specific. The system is highly domain specific, that is, it knows a great 
deal about a narrow range of knowledge rather than knowing a little about everything. 
3. Adequate response time. The system must be able to perfonn in a reasonable time, 
comparable to or even better than the rime required by a human expert to arrive at a 
solution. 
4. Goal reliahility. The system must be reliable and not proned to crashes. 
5. /~'rror hmul/111g. The systern should be able to handle and report error, since many 
applications involve uncertain information. In education, uncertainty may mean 
something which has not been discovered. 
1.1 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF RESF.ARCI I 
The broad objecti e of this thesis is to describe a collcct10n of ~nm lcdgc-ba~ed 
intell igent systems constructed for genetic biology analysis. This collection of knowledge 
known as Genetic Biology lntdligcnt System ' ill assist lenrm:rs to lcnm in ~now111 g the 
inner construction of a cell, the construction uf DN/\, synthesis of protein and genetic 
engineering method . . 
The main objective or this research arc listed as fo llows: 
I. To des1g,11 <1 col/ecrum o/ J.1111wlt·clr,e-htl\ecl ·'.' '-'t1 •111" fur e1 1wrmw .\11h-t!t1111m11 cif t1 
hroml mclj<>r dommn area. 
As mentioned earlier, Genetic biology is a wide area that requi res different levels 
of pre entation. 
2. To de.,1g11 and adapt represenlat1011 uf genetic knowledge which has both 
q11cmt11a1n·e and q11a!twt1ve clwracter1st1cs. 
The nature of genetic knowledge is both qualitative and quantitative. lt is 
important that this knowledge is fu lly acceptable by the system for presentation. 
Thus 1t is in this aspect that a knowledge representation structure is designed to 
accommodate this type of knowledge. 
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3. To study the accuracy of diagnosis uf the presentat1011 concerned. 
As mentioned earl ier, genetic information consist of technical diagnosis 
procedures. The system concerned must be able to handle such procedures. 
To achieve the above aims, three separate modules are created. These systems are as 
follows: 
I. CELLSYS - an intelligent system developed for presentation of cell components 
and functions. 
2. DN/\SYS - an intell igent system that represent DNA components and steps for 
DNA construction. 
3. GENSYS - an intell igent system for representing the gene expression and 
regulation. Show the now of how a gene is copied and translated into 
protein. 
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Chapter 2 
INTELLIGENT SYSTEM BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The efficiency and perfonnancc of an intelligent system depend on the quantity and the 
quali ty of the system's knowledge. This chapter gi es a general review of various 
methods for intelligent systems. 
2. 1 OVERVIEW OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 
Intelligent system is a branch of artificial intelligence [Bonnet, 1985; Chamiak & 
McDennont, 1985 : Hannon & King, 1 985~ Rauch-Hindin, 1988: and Watennan, 1986). 
Artificial Intelligence (Al) is the man-made capacity to acquire and apply knowledge 
[Arnold & Bowie, 1986]. Al can be subdi idcd into many relatively independent research 
areas. One of these areas " hich is the focus of this thesis is intell igent tutoring system. 
2.1.1 1 luman Experts and lntd ligent System 
Before an attempt is made tn define an intelligent system, 1hc term 1ntclhgent 1s 
examined. 
"/\n intdligent system is a system which ahh; represent some intelligent of a 
person. This intelligcm:c cun cm.:ompas.., n wide area su1.: h as 
understanding natural language 
soh ing problem as an expc1 t docs 
diagnose gl\ en focts to arri e to some solution or advise 
and etcs." 
Based on the above definition, it is clear that to a certain extent, the development of 
intelligent systems relies considerably on the study of the human intelligent. Concept is 
extracted from human and it is then represented in the system. The system then attempts 
to emulate the pcrfonnance of these intelligent. This whole process of building an 
intelligent system is known as knowledge engineering and intelligent systems are also 
referred to as knowledge system lHannon & King, 1985]. 
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However, it must be noted that the attempts of intdligent systems in evaluating the 
performance of human experts are limited in scope. Like a human expert, an intelligent 
system is a specialist focusing on a narrow set of problems or a domain. Its knowledge 
can be both theoretical and practical which is perfected through experience in the domain. 
An intelligent system is not a complete cognitive modeling program. lt docs not attempt 
to simulate human mental architecture in detail. It is a practical program that uses natural 
language processing strategies developed by human to solve specific classes of problems. 
2.1.2 Dcfiniton 
Having discussed the relationships between human intell igent and intelligent systems, 
some definitions of an intelligent system are examined in this section. 
[l3uchanan and ShortliITe l l 9841 define an intelligent system as an Al program designed 
to 
a) provide expert-level solut ions to complex problems, 
b) he understandable. and 
c) be flexible enough to accommodate nc\ knowledge easily. 
Fcigenbnurn [ 19821 has n more appropriate definition lie defines nn mtclligent system 
as: 
... .. an intelligent computer program thnl uses knowledge and infcn.!nce 
procedures to snlve problems that urc difficult enough to requi re significant 
human expertise for their solution. Knowledge necessary to perform at such a 
level, plus the inference proct.:dures used, cnn be thought of as a model of 
expertise of the best practitioners of the field. 
Even though the tenn " intelligent system" has been widely used, it must be noted that 
sometimes tenns such as "knowledge systems" and "knowledge-based systems" are also 
used [Walters et al., 1988; Mockler, 1989]. Although people have tried to distinguish 
between these tenns to indfoate the degrees of complexity, there are no widely accepted 
definitions. In general , many agreed that an intell igent system is a fonn of intelligent 
knowledge-based system. 
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2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
It is difficult to identify the first intelligent system because so many Al researchers were 
working on the same ideas at the same time [Waldrop, 1987]. Numerous intelligent 
systems emerged almost simultaneously. However, it is possible to divide the systems 
into two groups namely, "early systems" which were generally developed prior to l 980 
and "recent systems" which include most systems developed since 1980 [Harmon & 
King, 1985]. 
ln 1956, Newell , Shaw and Simon developed a program called Logic Theorist (LT) 
[Newell et al., 1963]. This program was developed under a joint project of the RAND 
Corporation and the Carnegie Institute of Technology. It is one of the earliest programs 
that examines the use of heuristics in problem solving. In fact, the term "heuristics" was 
referred by them as "the complex processes ... that are effective in problem-solving" . 
l lowcvcr, as soon as the program was completed, it was criticized as being inefficient 
[Waldrop, 1987] and researchers went on to devdop theorem-proving programs that can 
perform better. 
In the following year, the snmc group or experts developed a system called General 
Problem Sol er (GPS). The aim of the system 1s to get machim:s to solve problems 
requiring intelligence and developing a theory of how human beings solve such 
problems. The final version of GPS was described in depth by Ernst and Newell jEmt ct 
al., 1969}. 
2.2.1 MYCTN 
The real landmark intelligent system is MYClN, a program developed at the Standard 
Medical School of Stanford University. Initially implemented as a Ph.D. project of 
ShortlifTe, MYCTN's task was to advise physicians on the diagnosis of blood and 
meningitis infections, and on the selection of drugs for treatment [Shortliffe, l 976). 
MYClN is the first program to have expertise acknowledged by the experts themselves. 
In one official test, a team of evaluators rated MYCIN's prescription!' correct m 65 
(• 
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percent of the cases, whereas the accuracy of human specialists given the same cases 
ranged from 42.5 to 62.5 percent [Hannon & King, t 985]. 
The inference engine used in MYCTN is similar to the broad reasoning principles used in 
GPS because it contains no infonnation about diseases or treatments. The difference 
between the two systems is that GPS emphasizes on the reasoning principles themselves 
and the special-purpose knowledge about domain is assumed to be secondary. ln 
MYCrN, as in other intelligent systems, the emphasis is on the knowledge base and not 
the inference engine [Waldrop, 1987]. 
2.2.2 PROSPECTOR 
One of the most notable intelligent systems created in the late 1970s is PROSPECTOR. 
Created at the Stanford Research Institute International (SRI), the system is designed to 
advise geologists on whether or not a given site might have pre-grade deposits I Duda et 
al. , 1984]. This system has features quite similar to those of diugnosmg a disease, except 
that it evaluates the geological characteristics of a mining site. In 1980, the system had 
successfully identified un orn-grndc molybdenum deposit nt Mount 1 olman, in 
Washington talc. This makes the system the lirst mtelligcnt system to have a major 
commercial contribution \Waldrop, 19871 
2.2.3 CADUCEUS 
Another intelligent system created in the curly I 970s is CADUCEUS The first version of 
this system is kno\vll as lNTFRNIST-1. rhis system 1s the product of d.E. Pople and J.D. 
Myers of the Universit. of Pittsburgh l Winston & Prendergast, 1984]. The system covers 
some five hundred diseases in its knowledge base and this covers close to 25 percent of 
internal medicine as a whole. Knowledge in the system is represented as a network of 
findings and diseases and is assessed based on the constraints of the disease taxonomy 
and causal relationship [Pople, l 984]. 
7 
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2.3 INTELLIGENT SYSTEM IN EDUCATION AND RELATED AREAS 
There have been many reviews of educational intelligent systems. Such reviews covers a 
broad area of education-related areas ranging from engineering, electronic, medicine, 
tutoring, athletes training assist system, geometry and even disability learning system. 
Selected systems related to these areas are summarized in the followi ng subsections. 
Some of the features found in many of these systems are used in the construction of the 
systems discussed in this thesis. 
2.3. 1 ATEC 
A Tl·:c is an intelligent tutoring system that assists in the training of air traffic controllers, 
without subjecting them to the hazard of real conditions where a single mistake could 
prove disastrous. The system is part of the Intelligent Simulation Training System (lSTS) 
project. ISTS approaches the problem by combining a computer-based graphic simulation 
or radar scope intelligent tutoring module, and an intelligent system that represents the 
knowledge of an expert air traffic controller (ATC) A ariatlon of the A TEC .., -;tern 
could alternatively be used in connection with a real radar scope to assist a working 
controller in everyday decisions. The system was devdopcd at the Departmcnt nf 
Computer Science, Embry-Riddle Al:n>nautical University, Daytona Beach, FL 
2.3.2 COACI I TRAINING ASSISTANT APPLICATION 
An intelligent s stem was de eloped to assist a coach with training athletes. The system 
models selected aspect or n master conch thereby prnvidmg the novice coach with 
insights into the game that \\Ould nonnall. talc cars to acquire. It includes access to a 
laser video disc that pennits the portrayal or the s~ i ll s and tactics, training PfOb'TCssions, 
and other infom1ation used by the master coach so that the technical complexity inherent 
in physical movement can be controlled, verbally described, and b'Taphically presented to 
the user. The system was developed at Calgary University, Alberta, Canada. 
2.3.3 DIGITS 
/)/( i/1:<.,· 1s an intelligent computer-aided instruction system for tutoring of an 
introductory cour~c in digital electronics. DIGITS functions hy guiding the student 
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towards the discovery of issues in the tutorial material. DIGITS was implemented tn 
ADA at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, 0 11. 
2.3.4 GUIDON 
GU!DON is an intelligent tutoring system in the area of medicine. The system is an 
adaptation of MYCfN, which offers the student a tutor for medical diagnosis. GUIDON 
provides the student a medical case to solve and checks the student's understanding using 
the original diagnostic rules used in MYCIN. The student asks questions to gather 
important data and proposes hypotheses. The system then compares the student's 
behavior to the expert behavior as modeled within MYCIN's rules. It also intervenes 
when student requests help or when the student runs into trouble. The system is rule 
based and is implemented in USP. 
2.3.5 LEARNING DlSABILITY APPLICATION 
An intelligent system was developed to assist a child with u learning disability. When a 
child is experiencing learning diniculties the exact nature of the child's problems must be 
determined in order to plan a successful m!\tructmnal prngrum This s stem gui de~ the 
teacher through the nrious stages of diagnosing learning disabilit ies. Spcc11ica lly, ll 
works to n sist in the assessment or reading prohlcms The system is 11 npkmcn1ed in 
LISP and \ as developed at the Un1 \ ersily of Sasknlchewnn. Canada 
2.3.6 MENTONIEZI I 
i\IHNTONll·:Z.H is an intell igent tutormg system 1n gcomclry that coaches and corrects a 
student during t\ o stages of prohkm solving: figure drawing and proof building. The 
system uses a plan recognition method, which deduces, from the problem's space 
research and the student's inputs, the underlying intention, and can also detect intention 
shifting. It relies on the classical architecture of an lTS. The expert of the domain - a set 
of geometry rules together with an inference engine - can solve problem in different ways 
and distinguish the student's erroneous or unuseful inference. The pedagogical model is 
used to conduct the interaction between the student and the system, to give explanation 
I) 
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if the student applies an erroneous reasoning, and to prO\ ide him \\ith clues when in 
deadlock. The system was de\ eloped at RISA JNRIA, Rcnncs, France. 
I il 
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2.4 ARCHITECTURE OF AN INTELLlGENT SYSTEM 
Figure 2. l provides an overview of the architecture of an intelligent system. The user 
interacts with intelligent system through a user interface that makes access more 
comfortable for the human and hides much of the system's complexity. The interface 
employs a variety of interface styles, including question and answer, menu driven, natural 
language, or graphics interfaces. 
The knowledge base is the portion of an intelligent system that contains the domain 
knowledge. The knowledge is represented by facts(data) and rules (or other 
representations) that are used as the basis for decision making. This knowledge is 
nonnally obtained from one or several human experts. 
Knowledge acquisition 
1
faci ity 
l 
I 
-
_, fi .. . I -I I~ r User r I In crcncc engine ' ~ r Knowledge User -I ~ Interface ~ .... bnsc ... 
Explanation 
System 
fi gure 2.1 J\rchitccturl! of n typical intdligcnt system 
The knowledge ucquisition fucility prnvidcs n dialogue between the system and the user 
in which knowledge is acquired ond stored in the dntnbasc. 1t assists in the acquisition of 
new knowledge, helps in maintaining correct rule syntux, and checks on the updated 
knowledge base to ensure that conststcncy is mnintaincd. J\n example of such a facility is 
the Teiresias knowledgt! base editor lDavis & Lcnat , 19801. 
The inference engine is the interpreter for the knowledge base. tt performs the inference 
reasoning tasks for the intelligent system by using the knowledge stored in the knowledge 
base and information provided by the user. 
\ I 
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2.5 THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE REPRESENT A TI ON 
Knowledge representation (KR) plays an important role in intelligent systems. However, 
its role is often difficult to define. In some cases, KR only manages a collection of data 
structures while in others, KR does almost everything: making decisions, proving 
theorems and so on. In this section, the general role of KR within an intelligent system is 
discussed. 
Smith defines a knowledge representation hypothesis as [Smith, 1985]: 
"Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be comprised of structural 
ingredients that 
(a) we as external observers naturally take to represent a prepositional account of 
the knowledge that the overall process exhibits, and 
(b) independent of such external semantically play a fonnal but causal and 
essential role in engineering the behavior that manifc ·t that knowledge." 
In this section, the methods defined above are presented. These methods include 
production rules, logic. frnmes, semantic nets nnd ohjects. 
2.5.1 Production Rules 
The production rules h .. -chniqucs tn knowledge rcprcscntat1on is one of the most 
commonly used techniques in Al. They arc also referred to us if-then pairs, situation-
action pairs or just simply productions. 
This approach of representation knowledg~ was first introduced by E.L. Post [Post, 
1943]. However, the early proposal has undergone much theoretical and applications-
oriented change in the years. The modem application of the production rules is mainly 
the work of Ne,..,el and Simon [Newel & Simon, 1972]. They used the production 
systems for their models of human cognition. 
In rule-based system, the expertise of the problem area is represented by the productions 
with the premises of the rules (the IF portion) corresponding to the action. An example of 
I ~ 
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such rules is given in figure 2.2. The rule contains the premise or the condition in the "ir' 
clause and the conclusion in the "then" clause. 
Rule 1: IF transformation is first 
AND translation is next 
THEN accept 
Figure 2.2. An example of a lF-Tl lEN rule 
2.5.2 Logics 
Formal mathematical logical systems were some of the first representation schemes to be 
used in the building of intell igcnt systen1s l Schutzcr, 1987]. First-order logic and 
predicate calculus are currently the most commonly used mathematical logic systems. 
Using this formalism, a new statement can be concluded true by proving that it fo llows 
from statements already known to be true. 
The most fundamental concept in logic is that or truth /\ properly fonncd statement (or 
proposition) has only one of two possible va lues· true or false. Propositional logics adds 
to this concept of truth of arious connccti cs, or logical opcrato1s. These arc listed in the 
Table 2.1. 
Table 2 I List of logical operator:-; 
AND 
OR 
NOT 
IMPLI ES 
EQU IVALENT 
A or & 
\ 
---> or · 
or -...--> 
The abo\'e connecti\'es are defined by the trnth table shown below (Barr et al. , 1981 (a)]. 
In the table, t stands for true, f stands for false, and p and q represents two propositions. 
I ~ 
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Table 2.2 Truth table to define connectives 
p q p"q pvq p-7 q - p p< -->q 
t t T t t f t 
t f F l f f f 
f t F t t t f 
f f F f t t t 
ln propositional calculus, the first rules of inference are encountered. An inference rule 
allows the deduction of new sentences from previously given sentences. One of the main 
forms of inference is modus ponens which states that: 
from (if p -7 q) and p, then infer q 
Prolog is the first practical and widely available logic programming language. Logical 
expressions can also be implemented in other programming languages such as LISP and 
Pascal. 
2.5.3 Frames 
Frames arc a kind of template for holding related clusters of data, facts, rules, hypotheses 
or any other kno\ ledge in a :::iinglc conceptual mut. 1 he~e frames require com:cptual 
reorganization of situation data around key controll ing concepts 
An example of a frame is given in Figure 2.3 
Frame Namo. , Cell I 
Properties 
-
-~ 
Nucleus Compo<;ed of 
Chromosomes 
- -Chromosome llas DNA 
'"" - -DNA l las Nucleotide 
Figure 2.3 An example of a frame. 
The idea of frame was first introduced by Minsky which he defines as "a data structure 
that includes declarative and procedural information in a predefined internal relation" 
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[Minsky, l 975]. Accordjng to Minsky, a frame may be viewed as a static data structure 
used to represent well-understood stereotyped si tuations. 
Frames use slots to hold information about an item or object. This information usually 
covers its attributes and values as well as procedures and pointers for getting further 
information from other frames in the expert system. Frames may also contain rules and 
questions involving information in frames. Another unique feature of this approach is the 
use of default value, which is a value assumed when no other value is available. 
Frame-based systems enable dealing with more complex situation than can be dealt with 
in systems that contain just rules and questions. The psychological understanding of this 
approach is that humans think in clusters, especially in decision situations. Thus the 
frame approach is closer to mimicking the ways human beings reason and remember. 
2.5.4 Semantic Net' orks 
Semantic network is a knowledge representation based on a network structure [Quillian, 
1 968~ Raphael , 1968]. This method was de\ eloped originally as a p~ycholog1ca l model of 
human memory but hus now been adopted as mUJor i...nowledge representation method in 
artificial intell igence. 
A semantic net consists of points called nodes connected by links called arcs which 
describe the relation between the nodes The nodes in u semantic net represent objects, 
concepts or c ents. Arc used to represent hiemrchics include "is-a" and "has-a" parts. 
figure 2.4 shO\\ S an example of a semantic networ"-
~ 
h gurc 2.4 
has 
i--- IS-3 --~ 
I 
Replicates 
e 
An example of a semantic network 
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2.5.5 Object-Oriented 
Objected-oriented knowledge representation is a relatively new method for designing and 
implementing intelligent systems. It centers around several major concepts such as 
abstract data types and classes, type hierarchies (subclasses), inheritance and 
polymorphism [Pinson et al. , l 988]. 
The basis of this method of representation is the ability to define computational objects of 
arbitrarily complex internal strncture, which may be thought of subsequently as a single 
entity. These computational objects are not passive data structures (such as frames)~ they 
encapsulate both state and behavior. Their behaviors are implemented as attached 
procedures, called methods. These are procedures related to an object. They are 
distinguished from standard procedures in that they are stored in (or inherited by) an 
object's data structure and are invoked when the object receives a message from another 
object. 
Objects arc active in the sense that the methods are bound to the object itself, rather than 
existing as separate procedures for the manipulation of u data structure Although frames 
allow the creation of complex obJt..'Cts and the integration of procedural and declarativt! 
representations, they arc passive data structures that must be acted on hy external 
procedures. 
Another major feature of object-oriented programming languages is the support of classes 
and inheritance. In a pure object-oriented system, everything is on object and all objects 
belong to classes. This allows inheritance of slot names, values and methods. In addition, 
each class object defines instance variables, which must be instantiated when an 
individual member of that class is created. 
A pure object-oriented system is one in which everything is an object. An example of 
such a system is SMALLTALK [Goldberg et al. , 1983]. A hybrid system is one in which 
objects coexist within a conventional programming language {Tello, 1989 j . Examples of 
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this include C-t + [Wiener et al. , 1988] and CLOS [Keene, 1989 J. These are extensions 
from C and USP respecti\'cly. 
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2.6 INFERENCING STRA TEGIBS 
There are many strategies in inferencing within an intelligent system. For the sake of 
discussion, two most common strategies used in constructing intelligent systems are 
discussed. Discussions on other strategies can be easily obtained from other sources 
[Winston, 1984; Martin & Oxman, 1988). 
2.6. l Backward Chaining 
Backward chaining works from the goal state to the initial state. It is a goal directed 
search and attempts to find the data to prove or disprove a hypothesis. Thus backward 
chaining systems are also known as goal-directed systems. This is possible if the goals 
are known and if they are reasonably small in number. 
To illustrate how this reasoning mechanism is used, consider the following set of rules: 
Rule 
t. IF DNA polymerase attached to parental DNA 
AND the stop codon is encountcd 
Tl lEN polymerase reach end 
2. IF polymcrnsc reach end 
THEN polymerase detaches 
3. IF polymerase uetnchcs 
THEN daughter DNA is produced 
Suppose that the objective is to cstabli h the fact that "daughter ONA is produced" given 
the facts that the enzyme hclicasc scpamte DNA douhlc helix and DNA polymerase 
attached to parental DNA. The btlckward-chaining method works backward from the 
conclusion. 
ls the fact known? > No 
Can it be obtained from a rule? > Yes, by rule 3 
Which fact(s) needs to be known? > " polymerase detaches " 
Is this fact known? > Yes, by rule 2 
Which fact(s) needs to be known? > 11 polymcrase reach end'' 
IR 
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ls the fact known? > 
Can it be obtained from a rule? > 
Which fact(s) needs to be known? > 
Arc these facts knO\vn > 
There, it is true that: " polymerase reach end" 
There, it is true that: " polymerase detaches" 
No 
Yes, by rule I 
"DNA polymerase attached to 
parental ONA" and "the stop codon 
is encountered" 
Yes 
There, it is true that: " daughter DNA is produced" 
The above clearly shows that given a fact to prove (the goal), the mechanism tried to 
establish all the facts needed to reach that goal. The reasoning method is called backward 
chaining. It is applied ' hen a goal or hypothesis 1s chosen as the starting point for 
problem solving. 
2.6.2 Forward Chaining 
Forward chaining works forward from current state to the goal state. The goal or solution 
needs to be constructed or a~-;embktl. The number of outcome!- i!-> large. It 1s essentially a 
data driven strategy and may lead to unfocused search or reasoning Forward chaining 
systems arc sometimes called data-driH:n or fru.:t-d11 eckd 1 eusoning l Bonm:t ct al , 1988} 
The forward-chaining reasoning mechanism goes forward from antecedents to the 
conclusion the_ generate. Suppose that the fact " daughter DNA is produced" is to be 
pro en, gi en the facts that " polymerase attached tn parental DNA" And "the stop codon 
is encounted ". 
ls the fact known? 
Which facts do we know? 
What facts follow from it? 
Is the what we want to prove? 
What fact~ follow from this? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
No 
"polymerase attached to parental DNA" and 
"the stop codon is encountered" 
" polymerase reach end" by rule I 
No 
" polymerase detaches " by rule 2 
11) 
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Is the what we want to prove? 
What facts follow from this? 
> 
> 
No 
"daughter DNA is produced" by rule 3 
ls the what we want to prove? > Yes 
From the facts that " polymerase attached to parental DNA" and "the stop codon is 
encountered", the fact "polymerase reach end" is csteblished. From the fact that " 
polymerase reach end", the fact " polymerase detaches" is established. Finally, from the 
fact"" polymerase detaches", the fact "daughter DNA is produced" is proven. 
The forward chaining reasoning mechanism is suitable in solving problem in which data 
is to be used as the starting point for problem solving. A combination of forward chaining 
and backward chaining can be used to get to problem solution quickly when dealing with 
large search spaces. 
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2.7 DEALING WlTH UNCERTAIN TfES 
Uncertainties arises constantly in practical situations. Real life problem-solving demands 
an acceptance of uncertainty, in order to minimize the difficulties it poses. Rolston 
classified uncertainty that are common in expen domains into the following groups 
[Rolston, 1988]: 
l . Uncertain knowledge. 
Many a time the expert will have only heuristic knowledge regarding some aspect 
of the domain. For example, given only a set of evidence, the expert has to arrive 
at a conclusion. 
2. Uncertain data. 
Even when an expert is certain of the domain knowledge, there may still be 
uncertainty in the data that describes the external environment. For example, in 
the attempt to infer a specific cause from an observed cfTcct, the expert may have 
to rely on questionable test results. 
3. Incomplete Information. 
Frequently the expert has to make decisions based on incomplete information. For 
example, he must make such decisions in the course of p1occssmg incrementally. 
4. Ramlomncss 
Some domains arc inherently random; even though the available knowledge and 
infomrntion is complete and the knowledge 1s cc1tam, the domain sttll has 
stochastic properties. 
Intelligent system must be abk to reason under uncertainty in order to solve a large 
number of real-world problems. Various techrnqucs have been developed which allow the 
use of fragmentary and uncertain information to reach an estimate of the truth. The 
following are some of the methods developed to manage uncertainty that results from 
heuristic rules: 
(a) Bayesian Probabil ity Theory 
(b) Stanford Certainty Approach 
(c) Fuz1y Set Theory 
(d) Dcnmpstcr/Shafcr Theory of Evidential Reasoning 
~I 
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(e) Nonmonotonic Reasoning 
1t must be noted that these methods will not completely duplicate human capabilities but 
each has proved to be useful in the deYelopment of intelligent systems. 
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2.8 SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the basic concepts and techniques of building intelligent systems. 
The description starts with a brief history on the development of intelligent/expert 
technology. This is followed by a survey of existing intelligent systems developed for 
education and education -related applications. An overview of intelligent system 
architecture is presented and five methods for representing knowledge are described. 
Methods for inferencing strategies and methods dealing with uncertainties are also 
described. 
Among others, the intell igent systems developed under the GENETIC BIOLOGY 
project employees some ideas discussed in this chapter. Handling uncertainty and 
heuristic reasoning arc not employed to the knowledge domain of genetic. These are 
explained in the fo llowing chapters. 
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Chapter 3 
FRAME\VORK OF GENETIC BIOLOGY 
The GENETIC BIOLOGY project deals with the applications of inte11igent system 
technology in genetic biology with particular reference to cell contents and functions, 
ONA components and construction procedures, protein synthesis steps and genetic 
engineering methods. Specifically the system is constructed to educate the genetic related 
topics of a cell, DNA and genes. 
The system guides the student in learning genetics. The guidance are built infonnation 
and knowledge obtained from experts and books in related topics. The system infers the 
students' queries. lt uses natural language processing techniques to process students 
query. It then compare the student model of query with an ''its own'· model give solution. 
This task is then followed by remedial instruction to correct any unknown words or 
misspelling . 
The intelligent system is designed to allow the u 'Cr, whose knowledge is likely to 
comprise "chunks'' of infonnution. to imcgrnte and expand such knowledge within the 
larger framework of useful knowledge nnd methods used by an expert Thus the system 
reflects the expertise in explanation under the genetic environment. 
In this chapter, the framework of genetic analysis is presented. This framework provides 
the fundamental foundation for the constrnction of lhc intdligcnt system of our 
GENETIC OIOLOGY project 
3. 1 THE KNOWLEDGE DOMAlN OF GENETIC BIOLOGY 
Studies into the nature of genetic biology have highlighted some important differences 
between an experts knowledge and that of novice. Experts are schema driven. They 
possess knowledge which specifies both the categories to which a problem belongs and 
the appropriate solution moves. The type of knowledge is at a deeper, more principled, 
level than that of the novice. lt is these deeper level of knowledge which experts often 
have greatest difficulty in articulating. 
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Acquiring knowledge from an expert and representing it within an intelligent system is a 
multi-faceted technical , cognitive and psychological process. On the one hand, the 
knowledge engineer must acquire sufficient knowledge of the domain to be able to 
communicate intelligently with the domain expert by, for example, adopting a creative 
listening approach: searching for the essential underlying concepts and reflecting these in 
words or diagrams back to the domain expert for critique or erification. The domain 
expert, on the other, needs to acquire an understanding of the structure imposed by the 
computational requirements on the way that knowledge must be framed. 
3. l . l Enhancement Of The Expert 's Knowledge 
The knowledge enhancement methodology used in this project is based on the following 
ideas: 
I. to help the domain expert fill any knowledge gap. 
2. to ensure that students needs for the knowledge of genetic biology ' as rcOected 
in the intclligt!nl system, and 
3. to ensure that the intelligent . ystcm would fit within the existing user abilities. 
3.1.2 The Knowledge 
The framework that can be upphed i11 the presentation of genetic biology 1s shown in 
Figure 3. l . 
Cell Components Hnd 
Functions 
J, 
DNA 
J, 
Gene Expression and 
Regulation 
Figure 3.1 Components of Genetics Presentation 
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3.2 CELL COMPONENT AND FUNCION 
Every living organism is made up of one or more cells. The smallest living organisms are 
single cells and cells are the functional units of mult icellular organisms. All cell arise 
from preexisting cells. There two basic type of cell. 
I. Prokaryotic for bacteria and archaeans. 
2. Eukaryotic for plants and animals. 
Cell are divided into three structures: 
l Cell surface 
Comgosed of : 
,_ 
1 . Cell wa 11 
Function: Which function is to_protect and support the eel\. 
,____ 
Prokaa ot ic Plants Animals 
-Present Present Absent ~ --2 . Plasma Membrane 
..__ 
- -
Function: Isolates cell contents from enviroment 
Regulates movement or materials into and out of cell ; 
Communicates wi th other cells. 
c -Prokaryotic ~""" Animals ---
-- resent 
. 
-
Present l Present . 
·-2. Organization of genetic material 
-- - -Composed of : 
-I. Genetic material 
-
. 
-· Function: Encodes information needed to construct cell and 
_ contt01 cdlulnr activity 
-
Pro\..aisotic 
=r l""" I Animals \ oNA -DNA DNJ\ 
-12. Chromosomes 
Function: Contain and control use of DNA 
Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
I Single, circular, Many, linear, Many,linear, 
1 no protein with protein with protein 
-
-
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3. Nucleus 
Function: Membrane-bound container for chromosomes 
Prokaaotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Present 
4. Nuclear envelope 
Function: Encloses nucleus 
Prokarvotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Present 
5. Nucleolus 
FunctiOf!: Synthesizes ribosomes 
Prokaryotic Plante; Animals 
Absent Present Present 
3. Cytoplasma structure 
-·-Comooscd of : 
- - ---l. Mitochondria 
- -- -function: Produce cneruv by aerobic metabolisn 
-ProkaryQtic Plants Animals 
-- -Absent Present Present 
- - -2. Chloroplasts 
-
--_F~1cti on: Perform Qhotosynthes1s 
~- ~ 
Prokaryotic -J Plants Animals 
- ·-Absent Present Present 
- -
" .). Ribosomes 
-
Function· Pro 1dc s~e ofprotcm synthesis 
-- - -Pro\..an·ot1c Plants Animals 
._ __ ----- ~ 
-Present Present Present 
4. Endoplasmic reticulwn 
Function: Synthesizes membrane components and lipids 
Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Present 
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5. Golgi complex 
Function: Modifies and packages proteins and lipids; 
Svnthesizes carbohydrates 
Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Present 
6. Lysosomes 
Function: Contains intracellular digestive enzymes 
Prokaryotic Animals 
Absent Present Present 
7. Plastids 
Function: Store food pigments 
Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Absent 
8. Central vacuole 
Provides turgor pressure ... Function: Contains water and wastes; 
i------to_~upport cell 
Pr_o_k_a_rvo_ti_c ___ -+-P-Ja_n_t_s ______ t:Sc ~~ = 
Ab ·cnt Present cnt 
-- -- --9. Other vesicles and vacuoles 
---- -- --- - - -- ----1 
Function: Contains food obtained through phagocytosis: 
Contain secretory roducts ___ _ _ 
-Proknryotic Phmts Animals 
---------Absent Prescnt(somc) -Present 
1--------- - - -- ------ - -~-I 0. Cytoskeleton 
t------------- ----- -------~ function: Gives shape and support to cell; 
Posllions and moves cell arts 
.---- - - ---------4 Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
Absent Present Present 
11 . Centrioles 
Function: Synthesize microtubules of cilia and flagella; 
Mav produce spindle in animal cells 
Prokaryotic Plants Animals 
Absent Absent(in most) Present 
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12. Cilia and flagella 
-
Function: Move cell through fluid or move fluid past cell 
surface 
Prokaryotic Animals I 
~------- .: Pres~n_t ____ __._· _A_b_se_nt(in most) __ l_r_rc_s_e_~--t~~~-- ~] 
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3.3 DNA 
3.3. l Composition Of Choromosome 
• DNA is the composition of chromosome in strands. 
• A gene is a functional segment of DNA located at a particular place on a 
chromosome. 
• DNA or deoxyribonucleic is a nuclei acid consists of four very similar subunit of 
nucleotides. 
• Each nucleotide contains deoxyribose. 
• Each nucleotide of DNA consists of three parts:-
1. A phosphate group 
11. Deoxyribose 
HI. A nitrogen-containing base that has a single-ringed or double-ringed structure: 
• Four types of nucleot ides have the same phospatc and sugar but different base. 
• The pyrimidine bases thymine (abbreviated T) and cytosine ( C ) have single ring:-
• The purine bases adenine(A) anc.l guanine(G) have double ring~ · -
• Sequence of bases in DNA encode vast amount of information. 
• Four types ofbnses can be arrungcd in any linear order along a strand of DNA. 
• Each sequence of bases represents unique set of genetic instructions. 
3.3.2. Structure Of Dna 
ONA of ( 'hromosome ls a Double Hehr 
• DNA molecule consists or l\\O stmnds, cnch composed of a series or nucleotides 
• ln each single strand of ON A. the phosphate group of one nucleotide bonds to the 
sugar of another nucleotide. 
• This bonding pattern fonns a long strand consisting of a "backbone'' of alternating 
sugars and phosphates, with the bases protruding from backbone. 
• The DNA strand has a "free" sugar on one end and a "free" phosphate on the opposite 
end. 
• The two strand of nucleotides are twisted about each other into a double helix, much 
like a ladder twisted lengthwise into a corkscrew shape. 
10 
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• The sugar -phosphate back-bones of the two DNA strands are on the outside of the 
double heljx, like the uprights of the ladder. 
• Notice the sugar-phosphate uprights run in opposite directions, so that one upright has 
its free sugar on one end of DNA molecule wttile the other has its free sugar on the 
opposite end. 
• The bases are packed into the middle, paired up to fonn the rung of the ladder. 
The "arrowheads"(with the oxygen at the point of the arrow) represent the sugar, the 
circles represent the phosphate groups. Hidrogen bonds between complementary base 
pairs arc indicated by the dashed line. 
• Specific patterns or hydrogen bonding allow complementary bases to pair together in 
the center of the helix. 
• Three hydrogen bonds hold guanine to cytosine. 
• Two hydrogen bonds hold adenine to thymine. 
• In nucleic acids, bases that pair together, held hy hydrogen bonds, arc called 
complementary base pairs. 
• In ONA, adenine is complementary to thyn111tc and guanine is complementary to 
cytosine This is called "base-pairing rule" 
3.3.3. Ona Replication And lts Gcm:tic Constuncy 
• When a chromosome is duplicated, its double-helical strand of DNA is copied in a 
process called "replication" to two produce two identical DNA double helices. 
• A chromosome could be rcphcatcd b 1 scpaiattng the two DNA strand~ and 
synthesizing ne' trands from nucleotides with bases complementary to the parental 
strands. 
• Each new chromosome would then consist of the one parental strand and one 
complementary daughter strand. 
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DNA Rep/icanon Occurs in 1'l1ree Basic Steps 
The ONA replication in all cells occurs in three fundamental steps, each catalyzed by an 
enzyme the :The two original, or parental, ONA strands of double helix unwind and 
separate. 
1. Each parental strand is used as template for the formation of new daughter 
strand is formed by connecting nucleotides in an order determined by the 
nucleotide sequence of the parental strand according to the base-pairing rule: 
Adenine pairs with thymine and cytosine pairs with guanine. 
11 . Finally, one parental ONA strand and its newly synthesized daughter strand 
wind together into one double helix, while the other parental strnnd and its 
daughter strand wind together into a second double helix. In forming a new 
double helix, the process of ONA replication converses one parental DNA 
strand and produces one newly synthesized strand. The process is called 
scmiconservati c replication. 
U11w111d111g ,\'ewne111s of 111<! l'are111a/ ONA Strands 
• The first steps is to separate the parental DNJ\ strn11ds 
• An c111.ymc name DNA hclicasc(an en1.yme that breaks apart the helix) works its 
way bet\ ccn the t\ o strands, brcal...mg the hydrogen bonds that hold them 
together. 
• The DNJ\ hclicasc then "walks" 
• The result is that the two DNA strands scpurate, thus exposing their bases. 
Complementm:' ' l>a 11~hter nN:I Strmuis Arc ,\)111thc•.,·1=ed 
• The .econd step of DNA synthesis requires the cnlymc DNA polymerase . 
• This enzyme is responsible for joining nucleotide subunits to form the new strand 
of ONA. 
• Two DNA polymerase molecules now bind to the unwound strands, one to each 
strands. 
• During the replication, DNA polymerase performs a dual function. 
I" 
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with free nucleotides that have complementary bases: Adenine forms hydrogen 
bonds with an exposed thymine from parental DNA strand and guanine with an 
exposed cytosine. 
• Second, DNA polymerase bonds together the sugars and phosphates of the 
complementary nucleotides to form the backbone of the daughter strand. 
• DNA polymerase can travel only in one direction on a DNA strand, from the "free 
sugar" end to the "free phosphate" end. 
• Thus, the two DNA polymerase molecules, one on each parental strand, move in 
opposite direction. This process necessitates a third step of DNA synthesis. 
• As the ONA helicase molecule continue to separate the parental DNA strands, 
one polymerase molecule fo llows behind it, synthesizing a long, continuous 
complementary daughter strand as it goes. 
• The polymerase that settled on the second strand also moves in the "free sugar" to 
"free phosphate" direction: thus the enzyme travels away from the ONA helicasc. 
• Therefore, as the hclicase continues to separate the parental strands, this 
polymcrasl! cannot reach the newly separated parts of the second strand. 
• Soon, however, 11 new DNA polymerase molecule attache:. to the second :.tram! 
close behind the hclicase. 
• Like the first polymerase, it moves nway from the hclicasc. 
• When the this ·ccond polymerase reaches the place when; the first polymerase 
started, the two polymcrn~cs must be jotncd to make a continuous DNA strand. 
• An enzyme called DNA ligasc bonds the two stmnds together. 
This process is repeated perhaps 10 million or so times for a human chromosome 
until the second strand has been replicated. 
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3.4 GENES EXPRESSION AND REGULATION 
3.4.1 How Are Genes and Proteins Related 
• A gene is a se1:,'lllent of DNA whose sequence of nucleotides specifies the 
sequences of amino acids in a particular protein. 
• Each chromosome, which contains one long DNA molecule, includes many 
thousands of genes. 
• Most genes store information that used to produce a protein. 
• Some genes carry infonnation for the synthesis of structural proteins, such as 
collagen in skin or keratin in hair. 
• Few genes, the final product isn't protein but a nucleic acid called ribonucleic acid 
(RN/\). 
3 . ./.1. l Genes 1~·11code the lnjiJrmationfor the Syntltes1s of a protem 
As generalization, each gene encodes the information for a single protein~ this 
generalization is called the ont.'-gene, one-protein hypot hesis. 
• Different genes have different base sequences and different proteins have 
different amino acid sequences. 
• Therefore, the sequence of hases in DNA encodes the sequence or amino ncids in 
a protein. 
3 . ./.1. 2 /low does " cell t.:cmvert "!/i>rmutw11 swrecl 111 its !)NA hase sequences 
illlO pn>f(' in ') 
DNA provides instruction for protein synthesis vin RNA intcrmcdiurics. 
• DNA located in ce11's nucleus. 
• Protein synthesis occurs on ribosomes in the cy1oplasm 
• Therefore, DNA cannot directly guide protein synthesis 
• So, RNA act as an intermediary which carries information from DNA in the 
nucleus to ribosomes in the cytoplasm. 
• RNA similar to DNA but differs structurally in three respects: 
1. RNA is normally single-stranded 
2. RNA has sugar ribose instead of deoxyribosc in its backbone. 
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3. The base uracil in RNA replaces thymine in DNA. 
• There three types of RNA in a cell 
1. messenger RNA (mRNA):carries the code from genes to ribosomes. 
2. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA):combines with protein to form ribosomes, on 
which protein synthesis occurs. 
3. Tranfer RNA (tRNA):carries amino acids to ribosome. 
Table 3.1 A Comparison of DNA and RNA 
DNA RNA 
Number of Stniods 2 I 
Type of Sugar deoxyribose Ribose 
Base Pairs Adenine( A)· Thymine(T) Adenine(A)-Uracil(U) 
Cytosine(C)-Guanine(G) Cytosine(C)-Guanine(G) 
-
3. .J. / . 3 Genetic I 11ji>rmul um Flows 111 a ( 'di from !)NA In UNA 111 Order to /)ire ct Protein 
.\")mt Iles is 
• Information from DNA is used to direct synthesis of proteins in two-step process . 
I . ln transcription, the informat ion contained in the DNA of a specific gene copied 
into messenger RNA (mRNA). The scquencu of bases in messenger RNA carries 
information from nucleus to the ribosomes. This information specifics the 
sequences of amino acids in the protcm to be manufactured. 
2. ln translation, tranfer RNA (tRNA) and nbosomal RNA (rRNA) convert the 
information of the base sequence in messenger RNA into a specific amino acid 
sequence and thereby help synthesize the protein. 
• The genetic code uses three bases to specify each amino acid 
• There are four types of bases in DNA and four types of bases in RNA (Table 3-4-1 ). 
• However, there are 20 different amino acids in proteins. 
• Therefore, one base cannot code for just one amino acids because there are not 
enough types of bases. 
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• The genetic code must rely on short sequence of bases to encode each amino acids. 
• Three bases specify a single amino acid. 
• So, genetic code is hypothesized to be triplet code. 
• These mRNA triplets are cal led codons that code for each amino acid (Table 3.4). 
• One mRNA contains thousands of bases. 
• So, to recognize where the code for given protein starts and stops. 
• The start codon is AUG . 
• The stop codon are UAG, UAA, and UGA. 
• The start codon codes for amino acid that signals the beginning of the protein whereas 
the stop codon signals the ribosome to release the mRNA and the new protein. 
• There 60 codons but only 20 amino acids for which to code. All 60 codons are used in 
the genetic code. Thus, a single amino acid may be specified by several codons. 
Table 3.2 The Genetic Codc(Codons of mRNA) 
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3.4.2. What ls the Role of RNA in Protein Synthesis 
3 . ../.2. I 'franscription Produces mRJ.lA Molecules 'f'lwt Are Complementary 
( 'opies of One Strand of DNA 
• The transcription of DNA into mRNA is restricted in two major ways. 
l. In any cell , transcription normally copies the DNA of only selected genes into 
mRNJ\. 
2. Transcription normally copies only one of the two strands of DNA into mRNA. 
• ln most cases, the useful information only reside on only one strand of the DNA 
double helix, cause the two strands of DNA are complementary not identical. 
• The sequence bases of that strand codes for sequence of amino acids that forms the 
functional protein. 
• The DNA strand that contains the gene and is transcribed into mRNA is called the 
template strand from which the complementary RNA strand is made. 
Transcription consist of three process 
I. Ini tiation 
2. Elongation 
3. Termination 
l111twt1c>11 :NN1I Sy111/1e.,·1,· /Jeg111 at the l'rcmwter oja Ciem· 
• The synthesis of all three types of RNJ\ is carried out by an crwyme called RNA 
polymanse. 
• This enzyme uses genes on DNJ\ as templates to specify the sequence of RNJ\ 
nucleotides. 
• RNA polymerase must locate the beginning of the gene for transcription to begin 
• The promoter region of u gene is short sequence or DNA bases that marks the 
beginning of the gt!ne. 
• RNA polymerase binds to the DNA at the promoter site, initiatmg. 
Elongation and Termtnation: RNA Synthesis Proceeds from the Promoter to the End of 
the Ciene 
• Once the RNA polymerase has bound to the promoter site, the enzyme changes 
shape, forcing the DNA double helix to unwind at the beginning of the gem:. 
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• RNA polymerase then travels along the template strand, much as ONA polymerase 
does. 
• Using free RNA nucleotides present in the nucleus, RNA polymerase synthesizes a 
single strand of RNA that is complementary to the template strand of DNA. 
• Aller about 10 nucleotides have been added to the growing RNA chain, the beginning 
of the RNA molecule separate from the DNA and pairing between the bases on either 
DNA strand is re-established. 
• As the RNA continues to elongate, it forms a long "tail" that drifts away from the 
ONA . 
• RNA polymerase continues along the template strand unti l it reaches the termination 
signal, a sequence of DNA bases that triggers two events. 
• First, the RNA molecules separates from both the DNA and the RNA polymerase. 
• Second, the RNA polymerase detaches from the DNA template strands. 
3 . ./.2.2 A fi..'s.,e11r,er UNA ( 'm1vcys the ('ode fi'r Pmte111 .\)111tlte.m from the Nucleus 
to t It<' ( )iwp/ as111 
• mRNA carries the code for the amino acid sequence of a protein. 
• In eukaryotic cells, mRN/\ molecul1.:s arc synthesi?ed in the nucleus and enter the 
cytoplasm through the pores in the nuclear envelope. 
• In the c toplasm, mRNA binds to ribosomes, ' here the codons of mRNA arc 
translated into the amino acids in proteins. 
3 . ./.2.3 R1hosm11ul RNA Forms m1 /111portu111 l 1llrl of tire l'rote111-Synthes1:mg 
Mm:hmery of a R1hoso111e. 
• Ribosomes are composites of rRNA and many different protein 
• A single eukaryotic cell have tens of thousands of ribosome. 
• Each ribosome is composed of two sub-units-one small and one large. 
• The small sub-unit recognizes and binds mRNA and part of tRNA. 
• The large ribosomal sub-unit contains an enzymatic region that catalyzes the addition 
of amino acids to growing protein chain, and it bears two other sites that bind to 
tR NA . 
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• Ribosomal RNA plays the major part in recognizing mRNA and in catalyzing the 
formation of peptide bonds between the amino acids that form the growing protein. 
3 . .J.2 . .J Transfer RNA Molecules Decode the Sequence of Bases in mRNA into the 
Amino Acid Sequence of a Pr01ein 
• Transfer RNA molecules binds to free amino acids in the cytoplasm and deliver them 
to ribosome, where, according to instructions from mRNA, they are incorporated into 
protein chains. 
• There many types of tRNA molecules, at least one type for each amino acid. 
• tRNA decipher the codons in mRNA and can translate them into an amino acid 
sequence. 
• Enzyme in cytoplasm recognize each specific tRNA molecule and attach the correct 
amino acid to the molecule's stem. 
• Energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is stored in tRNA-amino acid bond. 
• This energy is used later to forge a peptide bond when the amino acid is added to a 
growing protein molecule. 
• tR NA bears three exposed bases, called the unt icodon, that deciophcr the code of the 
mRNA codon. 
• Anticodon bases of each tRNA pair in a complementary manner to mRNA codon 
bases that specify the amino acid to which that tRNA cun attach. 
3.-1.2.5 Tra11slalion: ml?NA, tRN1I. om/ /W10su111e.,· ( 'oopt'rute lo Sy111hes1:e 
J>rotL'in 
Translation consist of three steps: 
1. Initiation of protein synthesis 
2. Elongation of protein chain 
3. Termination 
Initiation: Protem Synthesis Begins When tRNA and mRNA Bind to a N1bosome 
• Protein synthesis begins at specific start codon (AUG on mRNA). 
• Translation begin by binding of several protein "initiation factors" and an initiator 
tRNA that bears the complementary "start anticodon" to small subunit ribosome. 
39 
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• The small subunit then binds to an mRNA molecule and moves along it until the start 
codon is encountered. 
• At this point, the tRNA base pairs with the mRNA start codon. 
• The large ribosomal subunit then attaches to the small subunit. 
• Simultaneously, the initiator tRNA binds to first binding site on the large subunit. 
• The ribosome is now fully assembled and ready to begin translation. 
Elo11gution and Termination: Protein Synthesis Proceeds One Amino Acids ut a Time 
Until a Stop Codon ls Reached 
• The anticodon of the a second tRNA, carrying another amino aci~ recognizes the 
second mRNA codon and moves into the second binding site on the large subunit. 
• The two amino acids carried by the two tRNA are now next to one another. 
• The large subunit has a catalytic site that breaks the bond holding the first amino acid 
to its tRNA and forms a peptide bond between the two adjacent amino acids. 
• Now, the first tRNA is empty whereus the second tRNA bears a two-amino-acid 
chain. 
• The empty tRNA then drops off the ribosome and shift to the next codon on the 
mRNA molecule. 
• Thi.! tRNA holding the elongating chain of amino acids shifts too, from the second to 
the first binding sitt:! of ribosome. 
• A new tRNA, carrying another amino acid, binds to the empty second site. 
• The catalytic site on the large subunit now links the third amino acids onto the 
growing chain. 
• The empty tRNA leaves the ribosome, the ribosome shifts to another codon and the 
process repeats. 
• Near the end of mRNA, a stop codon is reached and at this point a special enzymes 
cut the finished protein chain off the last tRNA, releasing the chain from the 
ribosome. 
·10 
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Chapter 4 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
This chapter gives an overview of the intelligent system developed under the GENETIC 
BIOLOGY presentation by describing thei r functions and capabilities. The design of the 
overall system is based on the framework of genetic biology analysis as discussed in 
Chapter 3. This is summarized in Figure 4.1. 
The first system is known as GENSYS. This system represents a cell model that present 
the content of a cell and functions of each contents. The DNASYS is the second system 
that represents component of DNA and the construction of DNA. The last system is 
GENSYS, an intell igent system that represent the gene expression and regulation and the 
protein construction process in a cell. Combination of all this three system must give a 
fundamental instruction of genetic and protein construct ion in a living cell to the student 
or any personal. 
Cell ONA Gene 
Presentation 
-
l'rcsenta ti on 
-
Presentation 
.... ~ (CELL YS) (ONASYS) (GEN SYS) 
+ 1 r + 
n· 
Inference 
Process 
Presenht tion 
Figure 4.1 Instruction situation diagram for Genetic Biology presentation and the 
intell igent systems of GENETIC BIOLOGY project 
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4. l states the genera\ objectives 
of the GENETIC BIOLOGY project. Section 4.2 presents the classification of the 
GENETIC BlOLOGY systems. Section 4.3 presents the organization of the GENETIC 
BIOLOGY systems. Section 4.4 described the knowledge acquisition techniques used in 
the construction of the systems and Section 4.5 highlights the knowledge representation 
techniques employed. 
4. I OBJECTIVES OF THE GENETIC BlOLOGY PROJECT 
The objectives of the research are broadly presented in Section 1.1. These objectives are 
summarized below: 
• the presentation of genetic biology to strengthen the reliabil ity of the instructions. 
• The application of various knowledge representation techniques for enhancing the 
efficiency of the inference engine. 
• to capture expertise in genetic biology presentation 
4.2 CLASSIFICATION OF GENETIC BIOLOGY SYSTEMS 
Hayes-Roth et al. Offer the following classification of intelligent system [Hayes-Roth ct 
al. , 19841: 
* Interpretation systems • Prediction systems 
* Diagnosis systems * Design systems 
* Debugging systems • Monitoring systems 
* Debugging systems ... Repair systems 
* Instruction systems * Control systems 
* Text-based systems • Dialogue-based systems 
It must be noted that the above classification is not mutually exclusive as argued by 
Reichgelt & Van Harmelcn [Reichgelt et al. , 1986]. This is true when classifying the 
system of GENETIC BIOLOGY. 
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The systems of GENETIC BIOLOGY are basically dialogue-based question-answering 
system. Dialogue-based system diagnose, where natural language is used to query a 
database. 
4.3 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE INTELLIGENT'S SYSTEM 
In this section, an overview of the organii.ation of the GENETlC BIOLOGY system is 
presented. Chapter 2 has illustrated the basic components of an intelligent system. A 
general organization of an GENETIC BlOLOGY system is presented in Figure 4.2. 
The basic components of GENETlC BlOLOGY are described below: 
l . An interactive module supporting an interactive dialogue between the system and 
the user. This module translates requests and repl ies from an external into an 
internal language, and to manage the dialogue 
2. A problem-solving module, which acts as an inference mechanism, making it 
possible to generate possible solution during the reasoning process, and as a 
reasoning mechanism, permitting efficient operation of the inference mechanism. 
Knowledge Bnsc 
Working (Knowledge Domain) . 
.... Memory 
·• 
lnfercncc Engine 
..... (general problem ~ 
solving knowledge) 
Inference C ontrol 
: 
~ . 
Knowledge 
User .... . Acquisition - - .... ~ User 
facility Interface 
~ ~ 
! 
Expert 
Figure 4.2 The architecture of an GENETIC BIOLOGY system 
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4.4 KNOWLEDGE ACQUISlTlON TECHNIQUES 
Buchanan et al. Defines knowledge acquisition as a process model of how to construct an 
intelligent system [Buchanan et al., 1984]. Figure 4.3 summarizes the stages of 
knowledge acquisition in the GENETIC BIOLOGY project. 
The first task in knowledge acquisition is to set up meetings with the relevant experts to 
establish a precise system of methods in genetic analysis. Two experts were involved in 
the project. One of them is an expert in genetic. The other is a biology teacher who face 
the user (student) problem in understanding genetic topics. 
The process by which the knowledge engineer acquires the knowledge from the expert is 
known as knowledge engineering. This process can be divided into two stages: the 
discovery of "public" knowledge, and the discovery of "private" knowledge [Hayes-Roth 
et al. , 1984]. The construction of GENETIC BIOLOGY requires the acquisition of the 
public (mostly) and private knowledge. 
Public knowledge is knowledge that can be gained from public source!-. such as textbooks, 
journals or articles. The knowledge engineer can easily obtain these materials from a 
relatively good library. Most of these materials arc rccom111cnucd by the cxpcns. 
GENETIC BIOLOGY uses a number of references such as Aurcrisk Teresa l l 999],World 
Scientific l1994], Kleinsmith (1995}. 
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Refonn ulation 
Redesigns 
... 
Identify 
Problem 
characteristics 
Iden ti ft cation 
Requirements 
... 
... 
.... 
Identify 
Concepts To 
Re1nesent 
Knowledge 
,, 
Design 
Stucture T o 
Organize 
Knowledge 
, r 
Formulates 
.---~ ... 9l Rules/Frames I ... To Embody 
Rdim:mcnts 
Knowlcdv,c 
•• 
V:tliclntc Rules/ 
Frames That 
Oq.~nnizc 
Knowlcd~c 
Figure 4.3 Stages of knowkdgc acqu1. it ion in GENFTIC BIOLOGY 
To make the intelligent system truly "intelligent", the knowledge engineer obtains private 
knowledge from the expert . This type of knowledge is procedural and declarative in 
nature which the expert possesses and applies during real analysis. GENETIC BIOLOGY 
never employs heuristic knowledge for this purpose because this system is based on a 
well known facts and processes. 
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The process of acquiring private knowledge is an iterative process that requires close 
interaction between these experts and the knowledge engineer. It is found to be easier to 
incorporate the public knowledge first in rough system and subsequently demonstrate the 
system to the experts for refinements to be made. 
4.5 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
The expert's knowledge can be thought of as both passive and active knowledge. A fact 
an expect knows to be true is considered passive knowledge, while a method an expert 
uses to take deductions or inferences about the subject is considered active knowledge. 
The knowledge representation of GENETIC BIOLOGY can be classified into two broad 
groups, namely micro and macro levels. At macro level, a block of related knowledge is 
represented using frames. At micro level, individual knowledge is treated using rules. 
4.5.1 Frame-based 
This approach IS appropriate i r the expert describes the problem by referencing important 
objects and their relationships. The general structure of this representation is known in 
Figure 4.4. 
---
CONCEPT (identifier) 
·-SLOT (property) I Value I 
. 
·-SLOT (property) l l Value I 
-
---SLOT (property) 111 Value I 
Figure 4.4 A simple f rrune structure 
The above frame structure represents the identifier-property- value structure. lt is a 
network of nodes and relations organized in a hierarchy, where the topmost nodes 
represent general concepts and the lower nodes more specific instances of those concepts 
lWaterman, 1986}. /\concept serves as identifier to a frame. A slot holds the property of 
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the frame. This techniques is used in representing the CELLSYS module and part of the 
DNASYS module GEN SYS module. 
4.5.2 Rule-based 
Rules are operational granules of knowledge. Thus, they are used at micro level and are 
generally expressed as IF- THEN statements, as shown below. 
If UUU THEN Phenylalanine 
Each rule is identified by a name. Following the name is the IF part of the rule. The 
section of the rule between the lF and THEN part of the rule is called by various names 
such as the antecedent, conditional part, pattern part or left-hand-side (LHS). Following 
the THEN part of the rule is a list of actions to be executed when the rule fires. This part 
of the rule is known as the consequent or right-hand-side (RHS). This approach is 
suitable if the problem is to be identified in a procedural manner. This techniques is used 
in representing the DNA production steps in DNJ\SYS and gene expression and 
regulation in GENSYS. 
4.5.3 Control Techniques 
J\s discussc.!d in earlier chapter, only forward cha111ing w ill he.! used 111 the problem 
inference technique. This is because th1.:re is no well ddine words or symbols for genetic, 
to employ backward chaining. Given a fact(entity) through the query, the subject must be 
represented with the solution. 
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4.6 AN OVERVIEW OF GENETIC BIOLOGY KNOWLEDGE BASE 
4.6. l CELLSYS Knowledge Base 
Class Name: Cell 
Subclasses: Prokaryotic, Eukaryotic 
Properties: 
Cell Surface Present 
Nucleus Present 
Cy1oplasm Present 
Figure 4.5 General Cell C lass Frame 
Class Name: Eukaryotic 
Subclasses: Plants, /\ nimnls 
Properties: 
Cell Surface Present 
Nucleus Present 
Cytoplasm Present 
Figure 4.6 Eukaryotic Cell Class Frame 
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Class Name: Prokaryotic 
Subclasses: Bacteria, Archaeans 
Properties: Cell Wall Present 
Plasma membrane Present 
Genetic material DNA 
Chromosomes Single, circular, no protein 
Nucleus Absent 
Nuclear envelope Absent 
Nucleolus Absent 
Mitochondria Absent 
Chloroplasts Absent 
Ribosomes Present 
Endoplasmic reticulum Ab~enl 
Golgi complex Absent 
Lysosomes Absen1 
Plustids Absent 
Central vacuole Absent 
Other vesicles nnd vacuoles Absent 
Cytoskelcton Absent 
Centrioles Absent 
Cilia and flagella Present 
Figure 4.7 Prokaryotic Class Frame 
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Class Name: Plant Cell 
Subclasses: 
Properties: Cell Wall Present 
Plasma membrane Present 
Genetic material DNA 
Chromosomes Many, linear, with protein 
Nucleus Present 
Nuclear envelope Present 
Nucleolus Present 
Mitochondria Present 
Chloroplasts Present 
Ribosomes Present 
Endoplasmic reticulum Present 
Golgi complex Present 
Lysosomcs Present 
Plnstids Present 
Central vncuole Present 
Other vesicles :tnd vacuoles Prc:icnt(somc) 
Cytoskcleton Present 
Centrioles Abscnt(in most) 
Cilia and flagella Absent(in most) 
Figure 4.8 Plant Cell Class Frame 
so 
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Class Name: Animal Cell 
Subclasses: 
Properties: Cell Wall Absent 
Plasma membrane Present 
Genetic material DNA 
Chromosomes Many, linear, with protein 
Nucleus Present 
Nuclear envelope Present 
Nucleolus Present 
1itochondtia Present 
Chloroplasts absent 
Ribosomes P1 ese11t 
Endoplasmic reticulum Present 
Golgi complex Prcscm 
Lysosomes Pt esem 
Plastids Absent 
Central vacuole Absent 
Other vesicles nnd vacuoles 1'1 cscnt(somc) 
C'ytoskclcton P1e:.e11t 
Centtiolcs Present 
Cilia and tlagclla P1 esent 
Figure 4.9 Animal Cell Class Frame 
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Frame Name: Cell 
Properties: 
Cell Surface Outer Construction 
Nucleus Organize genetic 
material 
Cytoplasm Consists water, salts and organic 
molecules 
Figure 4.10 General Cell Function Frame 
rrame Name: 
Cell Surface 
Class: Cell 
Pro pert il.!s: 
C'cll Wull - Protects 
- Suppons cell 
Plasma membrane Isolates cell content from 
environment 
- Regulates movement of material into 
and out of cell 
- Communicates with other cells 
Figure 4.11 Cell Surface Frame 
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Frame Name: Nucleus 
Class: Cell 
Properties: DNA - Encodes information needed to 
constnict cell and control cellular 
activity 
Chromosomes - Contain and control use of DNA 
Nucleus - Membrane--bound container for 
Chromosomes 
Nuclear - Synthesizes ribosomes 
Figure 4.12 Cell Nucleus Frame 
Frame Name: Cyloplasma 
Class: Cell 
Properties: litocho11d1 ia - P1oducc energy by aerobic 
metabolism 
C'hloropJn,ts 
- J>crtbnn photoi.ynrhcsis 
Ribosomes ~ Provide site of protein synthesis 
Endoplasmic 
- Synthesizes membrane components 
re1ic11l11m linirl" 
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Golgi complex - Modifies and packages proteins and 
lipids; 
- Synthesizes carbohydrates 
Lysosomes - Contain intracellular digestive 
enzymes 
Plastids - Store food, pigments 
Central vacuole - Contains water and wastes 
- Provides turgor pressure to support 
cell 
Other vesicles - Contains food obtained through 
and vacuoles phagocytosis, 
- Contains secretory product 
Cytoskeleton - Gives shape and support to cell 
- Positions and moves cell parts 
Ccntriolcs - Synthesize microtubulcs of cilia and 
Oagclla 
- May produce spindle in animal cells 
C'i li11 nncl flngclla - Move cell through fluid or move 
FluicJ past cell surface 
Figure 4. 13 Cell Cyto1llasmn Frnmc 
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4.6.2 DNASYS Knowledge Base 
COMPOSITION 
OF KNOW~ 
DNA 
' EACH STRAND CONSIST OF COMPOSED OF 
~ 
Figure 4.14 Basic Semantic Network of DNA 
CONSIST 
!!TOUO 
PYRIMIOINF BASES 
- CONSIST 
CONSfST 
DIFFERENT 
SlNGLEi RlNG SINGLE RING 
~~ 
Figure 4.15 Semantic Network of Nucleotides 
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SEQUENCE OF BASES 
REPRESENTS 
GENE 
Figure 4.16 Semantic Network of Nitrogen-Base 
DNA Nucleotides Base Rules 
Goal DNA Nucleotide Bnsc'? 
RULE I ONA Nucleotide 
lF Consist Nitrogen Base 
AND Consist Phosphate Group 
AND Consist Deoxyribose 
THEN DNANucleotide 
RULE 2 DNA Nucleotide Thymine Base 
IF Base is Thymine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Pyrimidine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Single Ring 
THEN DNA Nucleotide is Thymine Base 
~GED IN ANY 
LINEAR ORDER IN 
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RULE 3 DNA Nucleotide Cytosine Base 
IF Base is Cytosine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Pyrimidine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Single Ring 
THEN DNA Nucleotide is Cytosine Base 
RULE 4 DNA Nucleotide Adenine Base 
IF Base is Adenine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Purine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Double Ring 
THEN DNA Nucleotide is Adenine Base 
RULE 5 DNA Nucleotide Guanine Base 
IF Base is Guanine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Purine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Double Ring 
THEN DNA Nucleotide is Guanine Base 
Figure 4.17 DNA Nucleotides Bnsc Rules 
DNA Structure Rules 
Goal Structure is DNA? 
RULE I DNA Structure 
IF Consist of Two Strand 
AND Two Strand are Twisted into Double Helix 
AND Double Helix Shape like Corkscrew Ladder 
AND Each Strand Composed of Nucleotides 
AND Each Nucleotides Bonded to Each Other 
AND Bonding Form Backbone 
AND Backbone of Two Strand(Oouble Helix) Face Outside 
THEN Structure is DNA 
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RULE 2 Double Helix 
IF Hidrogen Bonds Complementary Base Pairs 
AND Bonds in Center of Double Helix 
Tl !EN Strand in Double Helix 
RULE 3 Complementary Base Pair 
IF Guanine and Cytosine 
OR Adenine and Thymine 
THEN Complementa ry Base Pair 
RULE 4 Composed of Nucleotides 
IF Series of Nucleotides 
AND Has force Sugar End at One Side of Strand 
AND I las Free Phosphate End at Other Side of Strand 
TI II ~N Each Strand Composed of Nucleotides 
RULE 5 Nucleotides l3ondcd 
IF Phosphate Group and Sugnr I3011dc<l 
AND Phosphate Group and Sugar of Diflcrcnt Nucleotides 
ANO Phosphate Group and Sugar Arranged /\ lternut1vcl · 
Tl IEN Each Nuclcotidcs Bonded to Fach Other 
RULE 6 Backbone 
lF Bonding f onn Long Strand of Nucleotides 
AND Bases Protruding From Nucleotides 
Tl IEN Bonding Fonn Backbone 
Fi~urc 4. 18 DNA Structure_ Rules 
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~Semiconservative Rcvlication Rules 
Goal DNA Semiconservative Replication? 
RULE I DNA Replicate 
IF Two DNA Strands is Separated 
AND New Strands is Synthesis 
AND Produce Two Identical DNA Double Helices 
THEN ONA Replicate 
RULE 2 DNA trnnds is Separated 
IF Parental DNA Strands Unwind 
AND I lydrogen Bonds Between Complementary Bases Broken 
Tl IEN Two ONA Strands is Separated 
RULE 3 New Strands is Synthesis 
IF DNA Strands 1s Separated 
AND Daughter Strands Produce 
Tl I EN New Strand is . ynthesi 
RULE 4 Produce Two ldcntrcal DNA Double I lcl1ccs 
Ir. New Strands is Synthesis 
ANO Chromosome Consist One Parental Strand And One l'omplc1m:ntury Daughter 
trand 
Tl IEN Produce T"o Identical D A Doubk l lchccs 
RULE 5 Produce Daughter trands 
It Complementary ucleotides is Added to Growing Daughter Strand 
Tl I EN Daughter Strands Produce 
Figure 4.19 0 A emiconservative Replication Rules 
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Parenta l DNA Stra nds Unwind Rules 
Goal Parental DNA Un\\ ind? 
RULE I Parental DNA Un" ind 
IF Enzyme DNA Helicasc Break All Hidrogen Bonds 
AND Nucleotide Bases is Exposed 
THEN Parental DNA Unwind 
RULE 2 All I lidrogen 13oncJs f3roken 
IF DNA Hclicase Past Through Double llclix Bonds 
Tl IEN DNA I lclicasc Break All I lidrogcn Bonds 
Figure 4.20 l'ttrcntnl ONA l l nwindin~Rnlcs 
Complcmentar" Daughter DNA Strnnds Synthrsi1ntion l~uks 
Goal Daughter Strand Synthesized? 
RULE I Daughter Strand S) nthcsi1,cd 
IF Enzyme DNA Polymerase Binds to Um ound DNA Strands 
AND One DNA Polymerase to Each Pnrcntal Stmnds 
AND DNA Polymerase ldcnti(y Bases Exposed m Ptircntal Stmnds 
AND DNA Polymerase Match Exposed Bases to Free Complementary Nucleotides 
AND DNA Polymerase Fom1s Daughter Strand Backbone 
AND DNA Polymerase Travel One Direction 
AND Both DNA Polymerase in Opposite Direction 
AND DNA Polymerase Follows Hidrogen Bond Separating DNA Hclicase Forms One 
Daughter Strand 
AND DNA Polymerase Mo\e Away From Hidrogen Bond Separating DNA Helicase 
Forms Pieces of Strand 
AND New DNA Polymerase 
AND Pieces of Strands Bonded Together 
Tl IEN Daughter Stmnd Synthcsi1ed 
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RULE 2 Match Is Made 
£F Adenine Base Nucleotide Forms Hydrogen Bonds With Exposed 
OR Thymine Base Nucleotide Forms Hydrogen Bonds With E>q>osed Adenine 
OR Guanine Base Nucleotide Fonns Hydrogen Bonds With Exposed Cytosine 
OR Cytosine Base Nucleotide Forms Hydrogen Bonds With Exposed Guanine 
THEN Match Exposed Bases to Free Complementary Nucleotides 
RU LE 3 Daughter Strands Form Backbone 
IF DNA Polymerase Bonds Together The Sugars And Phosphates of 
Complementary Nucleotides 
THEN DNA Polymerase Forms Daughter Strand Backbone 
RULE 4 DNA Polymerase Tm el One Direction 
IF DNA Polymerase "Free Sugar" End To The "Free Phosphate" Fn<l 
OR ONA Polymerase "Free Pho phatc" En<l To The "Free Sugar" End 
THEN DNA Polymerase Tmvel One Direction 
RULE 5 New DNA Polymcmsc 
IF The Piece of Strand is of ONA Polymerase Which Moving Away From ONA 
Helicase 
THEN New DNA Polymern~c 
RULE 6 Bond Two Strands 
lF The Daughter Strand is of ONA Polymerase Which Moving Away From DNA 
Helicase 
AND New DNA Polymerase 
AND New Strands Synthesized 
AND Enzyme DNA Ligase Bonds The Two Piece of Strands 
AND This Bonding Repeated For Alt Strand Synthesized 
THEN Pieces of Strands Bonded Together 
Figure 4.21 Complementary Daughter DNA Strands Synthcsizntion Rules 
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4.6.3 GENSYS Knowledge Base 
Chromosome )- DNA 
CONTAINS 
11/\S nJOUSANDS 
OF 
Information )+--- HAS 
USED 'TO 
PROUllCI• 
Protein C<>Ml~)SF'\ 
l)JFJ+REN I 
Gene 
Figure 4.22 cmantic Network of Gene 
RNA Nucleotides, Buse Rules 
Goal RNA Nucleotide Base? 
RULE I RNA Nuc:lcotide 
IF Consist Ni trogen Base 
AND Consist Phosphate Group 
AND Consist Ribose 
Tl IEN RNA Nucleotide 
RULE 2 RNA Nucleotide Uracil Base 
IF Base is Uracil 
AND Nitrogen Base is Pyrimidine 
AND Nitrogen Base 1s Single Ring 
THEN RNA Nucllcollde 1s Uracil Base 
COMPOS!·.~ 
OF 
l'ROI )4 JCI· 
1111 RI Nr 
Nucleotides 
1)1J.1 FIWNT 
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RULE 3 RNA Nucleotide Cytosine Base 
IF Base is Cytosine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Pyrimidine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Single Ring 
THEN RNA Nucleotide is Cytosine Base 
RULE 4 RNA Nucleotide Adenine Base 
IF Base is Adenine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Purine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Double Ring 
THEN RNA Nucleotide is Adenine Base 
RULE 5 RNA Nucleotide Guanine Base 
IF Base is Guanine 
AND Nitrogen Oase is Purine 
AND Nitrogen Base is Double Ring 
THEN RNA Nucleotide is Guanine Base 
Figure 4.23 RNA Nucleotides Bnse Rules 
!!NA Types Rules 
Goal Type of RNA'l 
RULE 1 mRNA 
IF Carries The Code From Genl!s To Ribosomes 
AND Has Thousands of Bases Complementary to DNA Strand 
ANO Has Start Codon 
AND I las Start Codon 
THEN mRNA 
OR Messenger RNA 
RULE 2 rRNA 
IF Combines With Protein To Fonn Ribosomes 
THEN rRNA 
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OR Ribosomal RNA 
RULE3 tRNA 
IF Carries Amino Acids To Ribosome 
THEN tRNA 
OR Trnnfer RNA 
Figure 4.24 RNA Types Rules 
.S.tart Codon Rules 
Goal Start Codon? 
RULE Start Codon 
IF Base Sequence is Adenine, Uracil , Guanine (AUG) 
Tl IEN Stan Codon 
Figure 4.25 Start Codon Rules 
§_top Codon Rules 
Goal Stop Codon? 
RULE Stop Codon 
IF Base Sequence is Uracil , Adenine, Guanine (UAG) 
OR Base Sequence is Uracil , Adenine, Adenine (UAA) 
OR Base Sequence 1s Uracil , Guanine, Adenine (VGA) 
Tl IEN Start Codon 
Figure 4.26 Stop Codon Rules 
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Ribosome Structure Rules 
Goal Ribosome Structure? 
RULE Ribosome Structure 
lF Composites Of rRNA 
AND Has One Small Sub-Unit 
AND Has One Large Sub-Unit 
AND Large Sub-Unit Has Two Binding Site 
AND Large Sub-Unit Has One Catalytic Si te 
THEN Ribosome Structure 
Figure 4.27 Ribosome Structure Rules 
Protein Synthesis Rules 
Goal Protein Synthesis? 
RULE Protein Synthesis 
IF Transcription 
AND Messenger From The Nucleus To The Cytoplasm 
AND Ribosomes In Cytoplasm 
AND Translation 
THEN Protein Synthesized 
Figure 4.28 Protein ynthesis_Rules 
Transcription Rules 
Goal Transcription? 
RULE I Transcription 
IF Initiation Messenger RNA 
AND Elongation Messenger RNA 
AND Tennination Messenger RNA 
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I THEN Transcription 
RULE 2 Initiation Messenger RNA 
IF RNA Polymerase Locate Beginning of The Gene for Transcription 
AND Location is Called Promoter Region 
AND Promoter Region is Sequences of DNA Bases 
AND Promoter Region Marks The Beginning of Gene 
AND RNA Polymerase Binds to The DNA at The Promoter Site 
AND RNA Polymerase Begin Transcripting DNA Bases 
THEN Initiation Messenger RNA 
RULE 3 Elongation Messenger RNA 
IF RNA Polymerase Changes Shape Beginning of The Gene 
AND RNA Polymerase Force The DNA Double Helix to Unwind 
AND RNA Polymerase Travels Along The Template Strand 
AND RNA Nucleotides Produced 
AND RNA Strands Produced 
Tl IEN Elongation Messenger RNA 
RULE 4 RNA Nucleotides Produced 
IF Using Free RNA Nucleotides Present in The Nucleus 
AND RNA Polymerase Synthesizes RNA Nucleotides 
Tl fEN RNA Nucleotides Produced 
RULE 5 RNA Strands Produced 
IF Afler About 10 Nucleotides I lave Been Added To The Growing l~NA Chain 
AND Beginning of the RNA Molecule Scparnte From The DNA 
AND Pairing Benveen The Bases On Either DNA Strand Is Re-Established 
AND RNA Continues To Elongate 
AND RNA Dritls Aw·uy forom The DNA 
AND RNA Polymerase Reaches The Tennination Signal 
AND Strand Of RNA Complementary To The Template Strand Of DNA 
THEN RNA Strands Produced 
RULE 6 Termination Messenger RNA 
lF RNA Molecules Separates From Both The DNA And The RNA Polymerase 
AND RNA Polymerase Detaches From The DNA Template Strands 
Tll EN Termination Messenger RNA 
Figure 4.29 Tram1cription Rules 
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Messenger RNA from the Nucleus to the Cytoplasm Rules 
Goal Messenger RNA From The Nucleus To The Cytoplasm ? 
RULE Messenger RNA From The Nucleus To The Cytoplasm 
IF Messenger RNA Molecules Are Synthesized In The Nucleus 
AND Messenger RNA Molecules Enter The C)10plasm Through The Pores In The 
Nuclear Envelope 
THEN Messenger RNA From The Nucleus To The Cytoplasm 
Figure 4.30 Messenger RNA from the Nucleus to the Cytoplasm Rules 
Translation Rules 
Goal Translation? 
RULE l Translation 
If In itiation Of Protein Synthesis 
AND Elongation Or Protein Chain 
AND Tennination Protein S_ nthcsis 
TIJEN Translation 
RULE 2 Ini tiation Of Protein Synthesis 
IF Messenger RNA Binds To Ribosomes Small Sub-Unit 
l\ND Small Sub-Unit MO\CS Along Messenger RNA Unt il Start Codon Is Encountered 
ANO Transfer RNA Binds ro First Site OfTr.msfor RNA Binding Site 
l\ND Transfer RNA Base Pairs With The Messenger RNA Start Codon 
l\ND Protein Synthesis Begins At Complementary Start AntiCodon (on Transfer RNA) 
AND Ribosomal Large ubunit Attaches To The Small Subunit 
TllEN Initiation Of Protein Synthesis 
RULE 3 Elongation Of Protein Chain 
II· Catalytic Site Catalyzes Ammo Acids 
l\NI) Ant1codon Of The A Second Transfer RNA Carry Another Amino Acid 
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AND Recognizes The Second Messenger RNA Codon 
AND Second Transfer RNA Binds To Second Site Of Transfer RNA Binding Site 
AND Two Amino Acids Carried By The Two Transfer RNA Are Next To One 
Another 
AND Catalytic Site Breaks The Bond Holding The First Amino Acid To Its Transfer 
RNA 
AND Peptide Bond Fonned Between The Two Adjacent Amino Acids 
AND First Transfer RNA ls Empty 
AND TI1e Second Transfer RNA Bears a Two-Amino-Acid Chain 
AND Empty Transfer RNA Drop Off 
AND Second Transfer RNA Shifted To First Transfer Binding side 
AND New Transfer RNA Carry Another Amino Acid 
AND New Transfer RNA Binds To The Empty Second Site 
AND Thi rd Amino Acid Catalyzed Added To Growing Protein Chain 
AND Protein Synthesis Proceeds One Amino Acids at a Time Until a Stop Codon ls 
Reached 
THEN Elongation Of Protein Chain 
RULE 3 Tennination Protein Synthesis 
IF Stop Codon Is Reached 
AND Special En1.ymcs Cut The Finished Protein Chain OfTThe Last Transfer RNA 
AND Protein Chain Release From Ribosome 
Tl IEN Termination Protein Synthesis 
Figure 4.31 Tnmslntion Rules 
!";,odon Rules 
Goals Codon? 
RULE Form One Codon 
IF Three Bases 
Tl IEN Fonn One Codon 
Figure 4.32 Codon Rules 
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Amino Acid Type Rules 
Goal Amino Acid? 
RULE 1 Phenylalanine 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil, Uracil, Uracil (UUU) 
OR Codon Composed of Uracil, Uracil , Cytosine (UUC) 
THEN Phenylalanine 
RULE 2 Leucine 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil, Uracil, Adenine (UUA) 
OR Codon Composed of Uraci l, Uracil , Guanine (UUG) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Uracil, Uracil (CUU) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine. Uracil. Cytosine (CUC) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Uracil , Adenine (CUA) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Uracil, Guanine (CUG) 
THEN Leucine 
RULE 3 Tsoleucine 
IF Codon Composed of Adenine, Uraci l, Uraci l (AUU) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Uracil , Cytosine (AUC) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Uraci l, Adenine (AUA) 
THEN Isoleucine 
RULE 4 Start(Methionine) 
IF Codon Composed of Adenine, Uracil, Guanine (AUU) 
THEN Start(Methionine) 
RULE 5 Valine 
IF Codon Composed of Guanine, Uraci l, Uracil (GUU) 
OR Codon Composed of of Guanine, Uracil, Cytosine (GUC) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Uracil, Adenine (GUA) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Uraci l, Guanine (GUG) 
Tl !EN Valine 
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RULE 6 Serine 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil , Cytosine, Uracil (UCU) 
OR Codon Composed of of Uracil, Uracil, Cytosine (UUC) 
OR Codon Composed of Uracil, Cytosine, Adenine (UCA) 
OR Codon Composed of Uracil , Cytosine, Guanine (GUO) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Guanine, Uracil (AGU) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine (AOC) 
THEN Serine 
RULE 7 Proline 
IF Codon Composed of Cytosine, Cytosine, Uracil (CCU) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Cytosine, Cytosine (CCC) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Cytosine, Adenine (CCA) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Cytosine, Guanine (CCG) 
THEN Proline 
RULE 8 Threonine 
lF Codon Composed of Adenine, Cytosine, Uracil (ACU) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Cytosine, Cytosine (ACC) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Cytosine, Adenine (ACA) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine (ACG) 
THEN Threonine 
RULE 9 Alanine 
IF Codon Composed of Guanine, Cytosine, Umcil (GCU) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Cytosine, ytosinc (GCC) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Cytosine, Adenine (GCA) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Cytosine, Guanine (GCG) 
THEN Alanine 
RULE I 0 Tyrosine 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil , Adenfoe, Uracil (UAU) 
OR Codon Composed of Uraci l, Adenine, Cytosine (UAC) 
Tl IEN Tyrosine 
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RULE l l Stop 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil, Adenine, Adenine (UAA) 
OR Codon Composed of Uracil , Adenine, Guanine (UAG) 
OR Codon Composed of Uracil , Guanine, Adenine (UGA) 
THEN Stop 
RULE J 2 Histidine 
IF Codon Composed of Cytosine, Adenine, Uracil (CAU) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Adenine, Cytosine (CAC) 
THEN Histidine 
RULE 13 Glutamine 
IF Codon Composed of Cytosine, Adenine, Adenine (CAA) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Adenine, Guanine (CAG) 
THEN Glutamine 
RULE 14 Asparagine 
IF Codon Composed of Adenine, Adenine, Urncil (AAU ) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Adenine, Cytosine (AAC) 
THEN Asparagine 
RULE 15 Lysine 
IF Codon Composed of Adenine, Adenine, Adenine (AAA) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine.!, Adenine, Guanine (AAG) 
THEN Lysine 
RULE I 6 Aspartic Acid 
IF Codon Composed of Guanine, Adenine, Uracil (GAU) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Adenine, Cytosine(GAC) 
Tl lEN Asportic Acid 
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RULE 17 Glumatic Acid 
IF Codon Composed of Guanine, Adenine, Adenine (GAA) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Adenine, Guanine (GAG) 
THEN Glumatic Acid 
RULE 18 Cyteine 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil, Guanine, Uracil (UGU) 
OR Codon Composed of Uraci l, Guanine, Cytosine (UGC) 
THEN Cytei ne 
RULE 19 Tryptophan 
IF Codon Composed of Uracil , Guanine, Guanine (UGG) 
THEN Tryptophan 
RULE 20 Arginine 
IF Codon Composed of Cytosine, Guanine, Uracil (CGU) 
OR Codon Composed of of Cytosine, Gunninc, Cytosille (CCIC) 
OR Codon Composed of Cy1osinc, Guanine, Adenine (CGA) 
OR Codon Composed of Cytosine, Guanine, Guanine (CGG) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Guanine, Adenine (/\GA) 
OR Codon Composed of Adenine, Guuni11e, Guanine (/\CiG) 
THEN Arginine 
RULE 21 Glycine 
IF Codon Composed of Guanine, Guanine, Ur:icil (GGU) 
OR Codon Composed of Gunnine, Guanine, Cytosine (GGC) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Guanine, Adenine(GGA) 
OR Codon Composed of Guanine, Guanine, Guanine (GGG) 
THEN Glycine 
Figure 4.33 Amino Acid Type Rules 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis has been to describe the development of intelligent system for 
Genetic Biology tutoring. Through out this thesis we have focused on scope and objective 
of the system. We also have done literature review that covers major aspects of intelligent 
system technology in chapter 2. In chapter 3 a framework of genetic biology is provided. 
This chapter accomplished and represent the task of knowledge acquisition from experts, 
user, and literature. The last chapters, describes the system implementation, testing and 
evaluation. It focuses on the architecture and the knowledge representation for each 
module in GENETIC BJOLOGY system. This chapter represented part of the design 
phase (knowledge engineering), in building up an intelligent system. The future task will 
comprise of all the tasks in development of GENETIC BIOLOGY intell igent system. 
11 
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Chapter 5 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 
The development of intelligent systems, like most conventional programs, inherently 
implementation, testing and evaluation as part of the development process. System 
implementation and testing is the following phase after the system design. System 
implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and design into 
prob'Tam codes. Testing is perfonned to ensure that programs are executed correctly and 
confonns to the requirements specified. This chapter presents the coding method and 
testing used during the development of this system. Evaluation is don't in the next 
chapter. 
5. 1 DEVELOPMENT ENVlROMENT 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. Using 
suitable hardware and soflware will not only help to speed up the system development 
but also detennine the success of the project. The hardware ::ind soft ware tools used to 
develop the entire system arc listed tn the followmg section 
5. l. l Hardware Requim1ents 
The hardware used to develop the system arc listed ns below 
• Intel Pcntium(r) 11 MMX 
• 24MB RAM 
• 4.00 GB Hard Disk 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
5. t .2 Software Requinnents 
There arc a lot of software tools, which are used in designing and writing report. The 
design process involves the drawing of Semantic Networks , Frames and Rules. During 
the course of GENETICBlOLOGY development, a number of software tools was used. 
Table below depict~ the software used to develop the system. 
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Software Usage Description 
-Microsoft Windows 98 System Requirement Operating System 
Visual Prolog 5.2 System Requirement Coding 
Notepad Database Build the database to store 
And manipulate the facts 
Table 5.1 Software used to de clop the GENETICBlOLOGY system. 
5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF TllE GENETICBlOLOGY SYSTEM 
Since GENETICBIOLOGY is a intelligent system, the language used is Prolog. ln this 
system, the codes written are mostly to convert a string to a list of words by eliminating 
commas and periods, association of entities, alternative association names, synonyms for 
entities, words to be ignored, parses and evaluates the query, report the number of 
solution and report error. (Refer to User Manual in Appendix A). 
Development of GF.NETICBIOLOGY involves endless cycle of testing and modifying 
the Prolog source code, the lnngunge filc(GENETICBIOLOOY.LAN) nnd the database of 
CELLSYS, DNASYS and GENSYS. Validating the input and then going back to make 
further changes when! necessary. 
5.3 DATABASE INTEGRATION 
The recent reali1.ation that intelligent s stem technology and datubusc technology arc 
basically complementary has spawned numt!rou · pn>Jl!Cts in this nrca I Kcrschbcrg, 1986, 
1987j. In GENETlCBIOLOGY, the.! database servers the intelligent system by storing and 
retrieving knowledge in a suitable form. 
An integration of databases with intelligent systems provides a framework for easy 
maintenance. The database can be used to externalize the parts of the knowledge base 
that can be modified, deleted and added. This separation makes the knowledge base 
easier to mochfy c;ince they are not cluttered by large amounts of declarative facts. 
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5.4 TESTING THE SYSTEM 
Testing is probably the least understood part of the software development project. A bug 
is any unexpected or undesired aspect displayed by the software being tested. Testing can 
uncover different classes of errors in a minimum of time and with a minimum amount of 
effort. In the development of the GENETICBIOLOGY system, few stage of testing are 
done. 
5.4. l Module Testing 
Module testing verifies that the component function properly with the types of input 
expected from studying the component's design. The first step is to examine the program 
code by reading through the source code, trying to spot algorithm and syntax error. Aller 
that, the code is compared to the requi rements of the design in order to make sure that all 
relevant cases have been considered. Next, the debug is u ed to view the results and 
eliminating remaining syntax error if necessary. Finally, feed a predetermined set of data 
to the component being tested and ohservc what output actions and data arc produced 
Each module is tested on its own, isolated form others modules an the system After each 
module has been tested, the anteractaun or these components must he tested again 
5.4.2 lntegrat10n Testing 
When collections of components have been module-tested. mtegrataon test111g 1s the 
process of crifying that the system components wor~ together as described an the system 
specifications. 
5.4.3 System Testing 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. The system test, all implementation 
aspects of the design. Once the entire system is validated, it must be combined with other 
system element such as hardware, end-user and databases. System testing verifies that 
clements are functioning properly and the overall system performance and objectives are 
achieved which in this case. GENETICBIOLOGY must achieve some kind of reliability, 
robu\tnes') and accuraC) 
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5.4.4 Analysis of Test Result 
In these field trials, GENETICBIOLOGY tutoring were compared and examined by a 
group of students. Interacting with the system with natural language such as English is 
very easy to utter query as if asking a tutor. The student agreed the frequent asked 
questions are able to handle by the system and need further incorporation of other types 
of questions, so the system can handle all kind of students. This fulfi lls the project's 
objective that is to provide some intelligence that is required. (Refer to Sample Outputs in 
Appendix 8). 
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Chapter 6 
SYSTEM EVALUATION AN O CONCLUSION 
The practical, or technological , motivation is that natural language processing capabilities 
would revolutionize the way computers are used. Since most of human knowledge is 
recorded in linguistic form, computers that could understand natural language could 
access all this information. In addition, natural language interfaces to computers would 
allow complex systems to be accessible to everyone. Such systems would be 
considerably more flexible and intell igent that is possible 'vith current computer 
technology. For technological purposes it does not matter if the model used reflects the 
way humans process language. It only matters that it worl..s. On the other hand, the 
present state of knowledge about natural language processing is so preliminary that 
attempting to build a cognitively correct model is not feasible. Rather, we arc still 
attempting to construct any model that appears to work. !Allen James, J 995 j. 
6.1 RESEJ\RCI I OBJECTIVES 
The objccti e of the GENFTICntOl.OGY project 1s to study the comhrnat1on of' anou~ 
existing techniques in the construction of an mtdhgcnt system 1t1 an intcll1gc11l computcr-
aided tutoring system. The. e techniques covers a ' 1dc spectrum or ~nowlcdgc 
representation methods, primaril rules, semantic net\ orks und frmnes with special 
reference to the applications of inhcritnHCC, procedure attachment Hild the 111tcgrat1on With 
database. 
6.2 THE Tl IEORETlCJ\L AND PRACTICAi. RESULTS OF GENETIC810LOGY 
As mentioned earl ier, the GE EBIOLOGY project is conducted using existing 
theoretical framev.orks of intelligent system technology. In this section, the theoretical 
and practical results accomplished in developing the system are summarized. 
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6.2. l Knowledge Engineering 
The acquisition of genetic biology knowledge from human experts and other sources and 
the implementation of this knowledge in the system tl1at is both effective and intelligent , 
form the groundwork of this research. Applied knowledge engineering techniques are 
used to develop the framework for the analysis. This includes the formulation of rules 
within the gem:ral approach of the domain area. 
6.2.2 Knowledge Representation 
This section of the research analyzed and characterized the levels of knowledge used in 
genetic biology system. Frames, semantic networks and rules provide a convenient 
structure for representing genetic biology knowledge. 
While frames arc the preferred means of describing taxonomies of objects, production 
rules remain the most natural means of describing heuristic problem-solving knowledge. 
In GENETICBIOLOGY, rnlt:s arc mainly implemented with the "CLAUSE" which arc 
used to infer to the entity and cxtmct the needed information. They are not build to solve 
heuristic problem or to gcncmtl: new facts because unlike in other fields or subjects like 
chemistry the data keyed in by the user is p1cdcfim: and precise For example, 111 
chemistry the knowledge for the production of carbon dioxide i~ as fol lows -
Carbon 1 Oxygen Carbon Dioxide or c I 0 2 C02 
So, if a student want to know'' hnt is produce hy the comhination Carhon und Oxygen, he 
or she may simply type in the word or formulas of the substances in order for the system 
to reason and give the result. In genetic biology, the data can be represented in various of 
ways. So, it is best to use natural language to handle the queries. 
6.2.3 Dealing With Uncertainties 
The solutions to genetic biology queries doesn't require reasoning under uncertainty 
because it deals with predetermine data. But in GENETICBIOLOGY, error detection 
function is built to handle inputs which are not found matching to the entity represented. 
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6.3 SYSTEMS STRENGTH 
6.3. I User Friendly 
Since the interaction ben:veen the user and the system are in natural language (English) it 
create a user friendly environment and ease of use. 
6.3.2 System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to know how is 
the system structure, its coding and anything related to the system built. 
6.3.3 Able to Provide Database and Language Maintenance 
Users are nblc to do housekeeping for database and language maintenance. They can add, 
delete and update the database and language files. 
6.4 LIMITATION 
Although, as described above. the GENETICJ310LOGY is successful when viewed as 
intelligent which able to handle queries of users in nntural language. It fa lls short of the 
theoretical ideal of duplication nn expert's pcrtbnnancc. In this section, some of the 
limitations are discussed. 
Like the development of other intelligent tutoring systems, the GENETlCUIOLOGY 
project shares with development of other intelligent systems the prohlcm of constructing 
knowledge bases. This is often characteri1.ed as the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck and 
it can be viewed from various aspect lClance) , 1987] 
First, developing a knowledge base often involves more just writing down what experts 
explicitly know. Constructing a knowledge base is primarily a modeling problem, using 
representational tools like rules and frames that unknown to expert. Expert's models of 
solving problems can be inherently distinct forms of knowledge. Using a scientific 
approach such a~ interviews in constructing the knowledge bases may not be able to 
cupturc completely those models used by these experts. Thus, knowledge represented in 
the system may not be what the experts can articulate. 
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Second, the system is design mainly to handle procedural t...-nowle<lge, where queries 
incorporated in the system are mostly procedural queries, such as:-
''what is the type of cell". 
Although, some declarative type of queries are incorporated, such as:-
"how does RNA nucleotides produced". 
Third, the weakness in the way of queries can presented is limited to only one method. 
This is due to the time constrains and lack of linguistic knowledge. ln this system 
questions can be asked in fonn of "ENTITY-ASSOClATON-ENTITY". For example, the 
question "Give me the f unction of cell wall". llere the first entity is "function" which is 
associated by "of" and followed by the entity "cell wall" . You can have compound name 
such as "cell wall" as one entity. 
Apart from the limitation discussed above, several other general weaknesses of intelligent 
system technology remain. These arc CO\crcd extensively by numerous volumes of 
literature, principally those by Dreyfus [1972], Wcigcnbaum f\ 9761 and Searle [\ 980]. 
6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURF lNVESTIG/\T l< >NS 
While the research has produced results rn a number or areas, there a1e still numerous 
research opportunities in this area. ln gcm:rnl , additional rcseflrch 1g 1cqu1rc<l on at least 
two fronts: 
1. theoretical work on the principles of kncm ledge acquisit ion techniques. 
2. increase the number of form a queries can be nskcd. 
Knowledge acquisition is a difficult and rime-consuming task. 1t would be extremely 
valuable if an interface can be used that allows the expert to build the system directly. 
Such a tool would allow an expert who is not familiar with the intricacies of intelligent 
system design to build a system. The current available software's have a number of 
rest rictions and arc limited to the construction of a straightforward and simple system. 
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As intelligent tutoring system applications grows in to increasingly complex problem-
solving areas, the importance of high-quality user interfaces will increase as well. 
Although this systems prove to inherent natural language, it do not incorporate all kind of 
queries as mention in the limitation part. Thus, one significant opportunity for improving 
the system is to incorporate more form of queries, as listed below:-
• query-> enti ty (e.g. "cell?" Instead of "type of cell".) 
• query -> entity-entity (e.g. "cell structure". Instead of "structure of cell".) 
6.6 CONCLUSION 
Overall , this project has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirement as a 
intelligent tutoring system as determined during the system analysis. 1t achieves the 
intelligent by allowing natural language interaction which able to extract knowledge from 
database through the ru les (CLAUSE). 
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